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"A distinctive window into human behavior and development. Her “discovery” resulted in the
truth?that the alleged twins weren't twins at all, but rather unrelated individuals who ended up with
the wrong family members. Their parents and siblings had been aware of the tremendous physical
and behavioral differences between the members of every set, but hardly ever doubted that the
two belonged within their biological families. Because of an oversight that presumably happened in a
healthcare facility nursery, one twin in each set was switched with a twin in the other pair. Blending
great technology and human curiosity, Accidental Brothers by Nancy L. and William and Wilber,
who were raised in the remote rural village of La Paz, 150 miles apart.Accidental Brothers tells the
unique story of two models of identical Colombian twin brothers who found out at age 25 that these
were mistakenly raised as fraternal twins?when these were not even biological brothers. Everyone’s
life unraveled when one of the twins?William?was mistaken by a woman for his genuine identical
twin, Jorge." ?Steven PinkerThe riveting story of two sets of similar twins separated at birth and
improbably reunited as adults, a wish case for exploring nature and nurture. The effect was two
pieces of unrelated “fraternal” twins?Jorge and Carlos, who had been raised in the lively town of
Bogotá; Segal and Yesika S. Montoya will inform and entertain anyone interested in how twin
studies illuminate the origins of human being behavior, in addition to mother-baby identification and
the chance events that may have profound outcomes on our lives.
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Amazing life stories of twins switched at birth This is a remarkable book about two sets of identical
twins where one person in each pair was accidently switched with the other shortly after birth and
raised together with an unrelated “brother.” A single home was in the city and provided good
educational opportunities. The other was a farming community in which school stopped after fifth
grader. Dr. Segal, Ph. A lot more than this, she actually is a scientist who is a top professional on
twinning, a former researcher in the Minnesota research of separated twins, and descibes other
relevant instances, discoveries about twinning, the nature-nurture issue, and the part of twin
research in understanding human development. The discovery of this fateful event is beautifully
described in gripping detail Dr. Because Segal’s professional specialty can be twins, she is in a
position to weave fascinating factual statements about twins into this complicated story, informed
with great skill and clarity. The discovery of this fateful event is certainly beautifully described in
gripping detail. The lives and destinies of these four men in their mid twenties are painstakingly
comprehensive and documented. Interspersed with this riveting narrative is usually Dr. Segal's
unrivalled understanding of twin facts, studies, scholarly references, and genetic research.
Regardless, I can only sympathize so very much with William's loss of his mother because I am
almost certain, based on evidence in the book, that his different situations on the farm allowed a lot
more independence to overload love on people who appreciated it beyond what could have been
regular because no one else in the family was like that. I very much enjoyed studying their similarities
and variations, truly fascinating. It can help the reader understand the influences of character and
nurture on character. Fabulous book I loved reading this book that tells the dramatic story of two
sets of identical twins, accidentally separated at birth, who was raised as fraternal twins despite
their having no biological relationship. needs editing The story of the Bogota twins is riveting; Like a
great mystery thriller, the reserve lets the facts unfold as the two sets of identical twins find one
another at age group 25. Segal has created a nonfiction twin thriller about two pairs of identical
twins switched at birth. Interesting subject but needs editing. Finding out you have a sibling you didn't
find out about would be shocking enough, but to find you have the same twin would be mind
blowing. The questions of character vs. nurture are on full view in this book when two sets of twins
discover they have been switched shortly after birth.A must read for anyone interested in twins or in
queries of nature and nurture.Specifically fascinating may be the account of the way the two pairs
of twins, now young men, discover one another and how they cope with the transformations of
their relationships. Fascinating story; The publication explains in riveting detail the creation of these
“accidental brothers” who grew up in entirely different environments. however Nancy Segal isn't a
great writer. You learn so very much about our genetics and nature and nurture while getting
carried along through this moving story. For a merchant account of the Bogota twins that's well
written, read Susan Dominus' content in the brand new York Situations Magazine, July 9, 2015:
"The Mixed-Up Brothers of Bogota." Dominus is definitely a specialist writer, and the article is very
moving and informative. the book often reads like a novel Accidental Brothers is usually another
engrossing book from Nancy L. Segal is usually a born story teller who retains the reader
engrossed in the lives of the four teenagers s they discover one another.D., the 2013 William James
Book Award champion. The tale is well-written and movingly told, with the research woven obviously
and seamlessly in to the book.   Dissapointment Repetitive and boring.   Regrettably, the books is
definitely a bit confusing and a harder examine then it should be because of the writing and
corporation of the topic matter. Beautiful The book is incredible and I cried all the way through it. The
story is definitely engrossing and I've only had the opportunity to make sense of the case after
reading it. The initial personalities of each of the boys shines through ultimately. It's incredible how
such an even can be so psychological but after reading it, it's quite obviously a net gain for



everybody involved. Captivating tale of two pieces of similar Colombian twins, and their accidental
exchanged as newborns. Science In The Form Of A Very Moving Human Story This is such an
excellent book by twins researcher Nancy Segal. A fascinating and enlightening examine. Of course
the increased loss of William's biological mom is unfortunate and it's really tragic that she died before
the events came to light. Although it is a non-fiction account of the just known switch of two identical
twins, the book often reads like a novel. She is a researcher. Fascinating tale of two pieces of
similar twins exchanged as newborns Amazing book! The first book that I actually finished reading in
quite a while. Boys who needed extra assistance to achieve success or learn self self-discipline
received it, males who would have had perhaps too much freedom to acquire goals had a level
headed mentor, families who wouldn't possess normally been so connected to extroversion and big-
hearted kindness surely got to have that experience. Great book This was an excellent book,
although just a little redundant. Good read for the summer!
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